
WARTHOG 2018, Lecture III-2

Main Exercise 1. Let s be a positive integer prime to p. We consider the curve

Xs “ tpa, λq P A1 ˆGm | aq ´ a “ λsu.

(a) Observe that Fq (resp. the group of sth roots of unity µs) acts on Xs by translations on
a P A1 (resp. by multiplication on λ P Gm).

(b) Identify X1 and computes its cohomology.

(c) Show that the map pa, λq ÞÑ λ induces a µs-equivariant isomorphism FqzXs
„
Ñ Gm. De-

duce H‚c pXsq
Fq .

(d) Show that the map pa, λq ÞÑ pa, λsq induces an Fq-equivariant isomorphism µszXs
„
Ñ X1.

Deduce H‚c pXsq
µs .

(e) Let ψ P IrrFq with ψ ‰ 1. Using the property stated in Supplemental Exercise 1, show
that H1

c pXsqψ is a multiple of the regular representation of µs.

(f) Deduce the cohomology of Xs with the action of µs and Fq.
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WARTHOG 2018, Lecture III-2 supplementary exercises

Exercise 1. Let H be a finite group acting on a variety X. We admit that if StabHpxq is an
`1-group for every x P X then

h ÞÝÑ
ÿ

p´1qiTraceph |H i
cpX,Q`q

is the character of a virtual projective Z`H-module (this is in particular the case if the action
of H is free).

Show that for every p1-element h P H we have

ÿ

p´1qiTraceph | H i
cpXqq “

ÿ

p´1qi dimH i
cpX

hq.

Exercise 2. Let w PW which we represent as 9w P NGpTq. Define

Yp 9wq “ tg P G | g´1F pgq P UwUu.

(a) Show that GF acts freely by left multiplication on Yp 9wq and that GF zYp 9wq
„
Ñ U 9wU.

(b) Deduce the Euler characteristic of Yp 9wq.

(c) Using the natural map Yp 9wq Ñ rXp 9wq induced by G Ñ G{U, compute the Euler char-
acteristic of rXp 9wq.

(d) Deduce that the Euler characteristic of Xpwq is

χXpwq “
|GF |

qN |TwF |

where N “ `pw0q “ dim U.
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